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 A Sermon by Robert W. Prim 

 November 13th, 2016; 26th Sunday after Pentecost 

 Luke 21:5-19 

 ABuild it Behind Your Eyes@ 
 ~~~~~~~~ 

One day people were standing around talking about the Temple, 

remarking how beautiful it was, the splendor of its stonework 

and memorial gifts.  Jesus said, AAll this you=re admiring so 

much B the time is coming when every stone in that building will 

end up in a heap of rubble.@ 
They asked him,@Teacher, when is this going to happen?  

What clue will we get that it=s about to take place?@  

He said, AWatch out for the doomsday deceivers.  Many 

leaders are going to show up with forged identities claiming, 

>I=m the One,= or, >The end is near.= Don=t fall for any of that.  

When you hear of wars and uprisings, keep your head and don=t 
panic.  This is routine history and no sign of the end.@ 

He went on, ANation will fight nation and ruler fight ruler, 

over and over.  Huge earthquakes will occur in various places.  

There will be famines.  You=ll think at times that the very sky is 

falling.   

ABut before any of this happens, they=ll arrest you, hunt you 

down and drag you to court and jail.  It will go from bad to 

worse, dog-eat-dog, everyone at your throat because you carry 

my name.  You=ll end up on the witness stand, called to testify.  

Make up your mind right now not to worry about it.  I=ll give 

you the words and wisdom that will reduce all your accusers to 

stammers and stutters. 

AYou=ll even be turned in by parents, brothers, relatives, 
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and friends.  Some of you will be killed.  There=s no telling who 

will hate you because of me.  Even so, every detail of your body 

and soul B even the hairs on your head! B is in my care; nothing 

of you will be lost.  Staying with it B that=s what is required.  

Stay with it to the end.  You won=t be sorry; you=ll be saved 

(Eugene Peterson=s AThe Message@). 
 ~~~~~~~~ 

 The Gospel of the Lord. 

 Praise to you, O Christ. 

 ~~~~~~~~ 

Lots of people want to use the Bible as a tool, the tool, to 

determine when the world will bite the dust.  Doomsday 

predictors will even use some of Jesus= words in Luke 21 to 

make their predictions.  The truth, however, is that the list Jesus 

gives is not very helpful if what you want to do is to gain a clear 

sense of when the world is coming to an end.  The list is not 

helpful if you want to know when to go into the cave and 

stock-up on rice and beans.  The list is not helpful if you are 

trying to determine when human history will buy the farm.  The 

list is not helpful if you are wanting to chisel onto granite the 

death date of the late great planet earth.   

 

The list is simply not helpful for predicting the end of time 

because everything on the list has pretty much been true at any 

given point in human history.   

 Doomsday deceivers B check, throughout. 

 Nations fighting against nations B check, throughout. 

 Rulers against Rulers B check, throughout. 
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 Earthquakes, famines, a sense of the sky falling 

  B check, check, check, throughout.  

At any give point in our history as the human race you could 

have gone down the list and found ample reason to believe B if 

this list represents the predicating factors B that our appointed 

destiny with the grim reaper of time is on the near horizon.  

Eugene Peterson gets it right, I think, when he translates the 

passage with these words B AThis is routine history and no sign 

of the end.@ 
 

I think Jesus was using the list in a different way than to predict 

the end of time.  Jesus, as Luke remembers him, was teaching 

his followers to Akeep your head and don=t panic.@  Jesus was 

calling those of us who live under his name to be ready to face 

adversity, be ready to endure the pains of life on this side of the 

grave, be ready to give voice to God=s grace and love no matter 

the worldly circumstances in which we find ourselves.   

 

As we hang onto the truth of God=s claim upon our lives and 

God=s love that is the ground of our being, the ground of all 

being, then we will find, no matter what, that our lives are 

blessed.  The Temple, well, it will fall into a heap of rubble, but 

if we can hold on to our faith in God=s grace and love, if we can 

build the Temple behind our eyes, then redemption will be ours 

and we will be equipped to work for God=s reign of love on 

earth as it is in heaven.   

 ~~~~~~~~ 

Rudyard Kipling speaks of keeping your head in the midst of 

struggle and disappointment in his poem AIf@ B here=s a portion: 
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If you can keep your head when all about you 

Are losing theirs and blaming it on you, 

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you 

But make allowance for their doubting too; 

 

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 

Or being lied about, don=t deal in lies, 

Or being hated, don=t give way to hating,  

and yet don=t look too good, nor talk too wise: 

 

If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 

And treat those two impostors just the same;  

 

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew 

To serve your turn long after they are gone, 

And so hold on when there is nothing in you 

Except the will which says to them: >Hold on!@ 
 

If you can fill the unforgiving minute  

With sixty seconds= worth of distance run B  

Yours is the Earth and everything that=s in it, 

And B which is more B you=ll be a Man my son! 

 ~~~~~~~~ 

Jesus was calling us to AHold on!@ in the midst of adversity.  To 

hold on to our faith, to hold on to our prayer, to hold on to our 

practice of breaking bread together, to hold on to love for 

ourselves and for all people, to hold on to hope that in the end 

God will triumph.  The Temple may in fact be thrown down in 

a pile of rubble, but if we can build the Temple in our hearts and 
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minds, if we can build our faith deep within our souls, then 

come what may we will blessed and life will be a triumph! 

 ~~~~~~~ 

In the liturgies of the Greek Orthodox Church when a child is 

baptized B an infant B after the baptism has been performed, the 

priest or bishop takes his very large pectoral cross and forcefully 

strikes the baby on his or her breast.  The presiding clergyman 

strikes the child so hard it leaves a mark and so hard that it hurts 

the child and the baby screams.   

 

This is not a practice that I plan to adopt, but the symbolism is 

clear.  The child has been baptized into Christ and, therefore, 

must bear the cross.  Baptism and the cross are not signs of ease 

or victory or protection or prosperity or success; rather, quite the 

opposite, baptism and the cross are signs of sorrow, suffering, 

pain, and death.  And yet, our baptisms and the sign of the cross 

are also the signs that all these things will be overcome B not 

avoided B  overcome. We declare in baptism that while 

suffering is real so, too, is redemption and resurrection real.  

 

As Christians, like those Greek Orthodox babies and the 

congregations gathered around them, we need at times to be 

slapped into the truth of things B and part of that truth is not to 

expect to avoid trouble, turmoil, disappointment, and tribulation 

in the living out of our days following Jesus, the crucified one.  

Christianity does not lift us up and out or plant us down and 

under the flow of human history, and it is a false promise to say 

that it will.    

(See Strength for the Journey by Peter Gomes, pp. 139-140) 
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 ~~~~~~~~ 

I think Jesus= list is a slap to the chests of his close disciples to 

awaken them to what was ahead.  They were not going to be 

installed as the new rulers of Israel.  They were not going to be 

the war heroes greeted by ticker-tape parades on the road to the 

throne.  They were not going to be on the left and the right 

hand of power in the new age of Jesus= rule.  In fact, they were 

not even going to be able to enjoy the solace of worship in the 

Temple after the fulfillment of all the Temple stood for came to 

full fruition.  The new day in Christ was not going to be a time 

unmarked by the ongoing strains of human history B false 

leaders, wars, earthquakes, nations against nations... 

 ~~~~~~~~ 

And as for the Temple, Jesus said B All this you=re admiring so 

much B the time is coming when every stone in that building will 

end up in a heap of rubble. The last earthly solace to the faithful 

follower of Jesus in the midst of bone-cracking terror and pain, 

the Temple, even it will be taken away.  And yet, Jesus says, 

Even so, every detail of your body and soul B even the hairs on 

your head! B is in my care; nothing of you will be lost.  Staying 

with it B that=s what is required.  Stay with it to the end.  You 

won=t be sorry; you=ll be saved. 

 

Jesus is telling the disciples and telling us that we should not 

expect an easy road and that even our most appealing and 

worthy worldly comforts, even holy ones like the Temple, like 

this church, are mere stones and wood and will eventually be 

thrown down, maybe by gravity or maybe by force.   
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Therefore B  and here=s the point, here=s where I think Jesus is 

leading us B we are to build the Temple behind our eyes.  We 

are to build the Temple in our minds and hearts.  We are to 

trust that God is in the midst of us not because of any building, 

but because of our faith in the presence of God=s Spirit among 

us, not because of the outcome of any national election but 

because of our faint in the presence of God=s Spirit among us. 

Come what may, wars, famines, false prophets, nations against 

nations, come what may, God in Christ Jesus is still in the midst 

of our lives and our history.  So, we are to build the Temple 

right here....in our heart, in our minds, behind our eyes.   

 ~~~~~~~~ 

On one of Solomon Burke last albums is the song AAlways Keep 

a Diamond in Your Mind@ B a song written by Tom Waits. 

 Always keep a diamond in your mind.   

 Always keep a diamond in your mind.   

 Wherever you may wander,  

 wherever you may roam,  

 always keep a diamond in your mind.   

What that song is about, what that refrain is about is keeping the 

indestructible core of our being alive in our minds and hearts.  

Whether we are shaking the hand of the president or the pope in 

Rome, or whether our right arm was blown off in a Pinkerton 

raid and now we are drinking mint juleps in the shade, we must 

keep a holy place in our minds.   

 We could sing today B  

  Always keep the Temple in our minds. 

Always keep the Temple in our hearts. 

Wherever we may wander,  
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Wherever we may roam, 

Always keep the Temple in our minds. 

 ~~~~~~~~ 

Build the place of God=s eternal  

and unshakeable and indestructible presence  

in our minds, in our hearts, behind our eyes.   

The end has always been near.   

The stones of the Temple are always in danger  

of being torn down.   

The world in which we live will always be  

in some kind of turmoil;   

yet,  

Jesus says, do not be afraid...  

for I am with you in the Temple that is your heart!   

Thanks be to God.  Amen. 


